It is widely argued that today's largely reactive, "respond and patch" approach to securing cyber systems must yield to a new, more rigorous, more proactive methodology. Achieving this transformation is a difficult challenge. Building on insights into requirements for cyber science and on experience gained through 8 years of operation, the DETER project is addressing one facet of this problem: the development of transformative advances in methodology and facilities for experimental cybersecurity research and system evaluation. These advances in experiment design and research methodology are yielding progressive improvements not only in experiment scale, complexity, diversity, and repeatability, but also in the ability of researchers to leverage prior experimental efforts of others within the community. We describe in this paper the trajectory of the DETER project towards a new experimental science and a transformed facility for cyber-security research development and evaluation.
Introduction: Challenge and Response
Any strategy for constructing and deploying robust and secure cyber-systems will span the full lifecycle of the deployed system. The system is designed and built as robustly as possible within technical and business constraints, deployed, and then continually patched and updated in response to newly discovered design flaws, bugs, and emerging threats.
Today's implementation of this strategy is often perceived as primarily reactive. That is, a great deal of emphasis is placed on response to empirically discovered weaknesses and threats through patches and updates to already-deployed systems and components.
There is good reason for this. The alternative is extremely hard. Truly effective "designed in" security and robustness requires system engineers to simultaneously address several challenging dimensions, including:
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• Business and economic factors, such as cost, time to market, and inability to quantitatively value security. Despite these difficulties, the need to move from the reactive model to a more proactive, design-driven security and robustness model is reaching critical levels. Several factors contribute to this need. Among these are:
• The increasing centrality of cyber systems to everyday life -ranging from the social Internet to complex networked cyber-physical systems that are increasingly elements of national critical infrastructure. • The increasing complexity and interdependence of these systems, including legacy systems and other systems that are slow to evolve; • The significant practical difficulty of managing a timely, controlled, cost-effective patch and update process across thousands or millions of system elements. • The disconcerting reality that it is much easier to attack than to defend a cyber system, because the problem is inherently asymmetrical. Malicious attackers can rapidly evolve and easily proliferate tools and attacks, and frequently can deploy such attacks from anywhere, using unknown weapons, towards targets that are of necessity well known, with cyber defenses that must be known, effective, and affordable for the targets' operators. Considering these factors, our long-term goal must be to increase cyber-security by decreasing fundamental vulnerabilityto build target systems that are less vulnerable to begin with. Accomplishing this objective will likely require advances in many dimensions, ranging from theoretical and formal methods to trusted electronics to the psychology of user interfaces. The mission of the DETER [1] Project is to develop and make available to the larger cybersecurity research community key advances in one such area: that of methodologies, technologies, and facilities for rigorous and effective experimental cybersecurity research and evaluation.
DETER's Contribution
Two key challenges to the advance of any engineering field are gaining deeper understanding of the field's domain, and carrying out accurate evaluation of the eventually engineered systems, technologies, and components. In each of these cases, experimental research, exploration, and evaluation has time and again proved crucial.
In the cybersecurity domain, the need for such advance is widely recognized, as are severe limitations in current practice. A recent panel of respected experts [25] describes a "typical" security experimentation process of the previous decade as:
• Have an idea for a new tool that would help to address a specific threat; • Develop the software and assemble to tool -the majority of the effort expended; • Put the tool on a local network, and attack a target system protected by the tool; • Show that the tool repels the attack, and write up the "results"; • Any or all of: publish a paper, open-source the tool, start up a company. This caricature serves as a foil for the same panel to describe a science-based approach:
• Define a model of real-world large-scale computing systems that need more robust systemic security; • Create an experimental apparatus with a design that matches the model, including relevant parts of the scale and complexity of the real system; • Perform experimental research that demonstrates the modeled scale and complexity; • From experimental observation and data, extract understanding of potential improvements in strength and mitigation of weakness of the modeled systems; • Enable others to share and leverage experimental results and insights -and vice versa -via reproducible artifacts and methods of repeatable experimentation. While space precludes a full description in this paper, the agenda of the DETER project addresses each of these elements. The project's overall objective is to enable and foster within the cybersecurity research and practice community a science based experimental research approach applicable to complex cyber and cyber-physical networked systems and components. To meet its objective the project has three elements:
• A research program, to advance capabilities for cybersecurity research and experimental methodology; • An operational, shared experimental facility, to gain a broad base of users and experiments, and to support technology transfer of our and others' research; • A community-building activity, to support collaborative science that is speeded by effective, efficient leveraging of experimental results and knowledge. In this paper we first outline the project's history, which moti-vates its current agenda. We then focus on key elements of the research program, starting with 4 key observations from researcher experience and then discussing current research undertaken in response to these observations.
Motivation and History of the DETER Project
The DETER project's creation grew out of three related observations made in the early 2000's within the computer and network security research community, funding organizations, and security product companies. The first of these observations has been discussed in the introduction to this paper:
• Security technology and development was largely re-active in nature. • Security technology development was slower in pace than the evolution of existing threats and the emergence of new threats. A second observation was that the nature of the problem was fundamentally changing with the growth of the Internet:
• Current generation (i.e., circa 2000) widely deployed security technology (host security, communication security, network boundary control) could be tested with common equipment at small scale. • Emerging threats, not addressed by deployed security technology, operate at Internet scale (worms, DDOS); requiring radically new classes of defense, and hence radically new evaluation strategies for these defenses, that focus on scale and aggregate behavior. • New security approaches (e.g., behavioral anomaly analysis, data mining) also need large scale and highly varied testing. A final observation related to the nature of the industry and the community:
• Security innovators lack the facilities to test new security technology in test environments with scale and fidelity to the real deployment environment, and typically construct their own test environment with little or no leverage from the testing work of other innovators. A consequence of these observations was that promising new security technologies, often from innovators with limited testing resources, fared poorly when tested by applied security practitioners in real deployment environments [3] . In such cases, technology transfer was problematic because of significantly lower effectiveness outside the innovator's limited experience and test facility. Yet, in many cases, commercial organizations did not find it cost effective to engage in further development to increase effectiveness.
With this background in 2001-2002, one of the several factors of cyber-security deficiency seemed to be addressable: the lack of publicly available testing facilities with significantly greater resources and flexibility than the limited test environments of most innovators, and greater fidelity to real deployment environments. A US DARPA-sponsored report [4] called for and stated requirements for a national cyber-defense technology test facility. One result of that report was the impetus for the US National Science Foundation (NSF) and the recently formed US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to define and fund the project that was the first phase of DETER.
The initial focus of DETER was to build such a national testbed, enabling cyber security innovators to test new technology at larger scale than could be assembled in most individual laboratories, with more complex test fixtures, and designed to be more representative of real deployment environments. The first-phase DETER project (led by USC/ISI, UC Berkeley, and Sparta, Inc.) was funded by NSF, leading to the assembly of the network and physical resources, development of controls and user interfaces for experimenters, assessment and integration of existing tools, and the creation of a collaborative community of researchers.
The testbed became operational in March 2004. The first DETER Community Workshop was held in November 2004, with working groups of researchers who published refereed publications on work performed in the DETER testbed covering, e.g., DDOS defense [5] , worm dynamics [6] , worm defense [7] , and detection of routing infrastructure attacks [8] . The ensuing years saw maturation of the testbed through use and expansion, and growth of the research community with a greatly increased breadth of activity.
A natural, and desired, result of this activity was that researchers and community collaborators began to study and improve the technology of the testbed itself, in such areas as experiment automation and construction [10] , benchmarking, scaling via hypervisor usage, malware containment, and federation [9] , all now central components of DETER technology.
In the second phase of the project, 2007-9, the results of this "research on research" -our exploration of novel technologies and methodologies for cyber-security research -were put into practice in the testbed, which was also expanded in capacity. The result was the evolution from the DETER testbed to DeterLab, a shared virtual laboratory composed of three elements: the underlying testbed facility and hardware resources, technology for using and managing the resources as test fixtures, and a growing variety of tools and services for experiment support.
With the technological maturity achieved in this phase, and the experience gained from supporting over 1,000 researcher team members, the stage was set for a third phase of DETER project activities that focus increasingly on research and development in the areas of cyber-security experimentation methodology, infrastructure, and tools, with the aim of creating new experimental capabilities and approaches that directly target the challenges of Section 1.1.
The balance of this paper focuses on these new capabilities and approaches. We outline four research challenges identified by observing DETER usage over time, and discuss elements of the current research program that respond to each of these challenges. We describe some additional research activities briefly, and conclude by discussing how the integration of these activities advances DETER's goal to serve as a unique, advanced scientific instrument for experimental cybersecurity research.
Observations from the DETER Experience
Here we describe several observations from ongoing user experience with DETER that have guided our ongoing research. This guidance derives from observing norms of researcher activity that emerged in the 1st and 2nd phases of DeterLab use, as well as from other networking research testbeds [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] and our own study of the experimental research process. Each of the points described here motivates an ongoing research activity within the DETER project.
The Need for Flexible Scale and Fidelity
Two important contributors to the validity of any experimental scenario are the scale of the scenario and the accuracy, or fidelity, with which relevant features of the real world are captured and modeled in the experiment.
The initial DETER testbed, drawing on its Emulab [11] roots, implicitly assumed a single design point, in which individual testbed "nodes," implemented by general purpose PCs, modeled individual nodes in an experimental scenario. This assumption led to relatively small size for the largest possible experiment, based on the number of PCs in the DETER facility, and to a single, fixed level of modeling fidelity, dependant on how accurately a PC could emulate the particular network element being modeled.
Of course, this is not the only approach. Though the technology was not well developed at the start of the DETER project, virtual machines (VMs) and other resource sharing constructs can be used to support larger scale experiments at the cost of some fidelity. However, simple use of VMs rather than hardware nodes would simply lead to a different, but still fixed, design point.
As we built out DeterLab, not only did we want to increase the scale of experiments, but we also recognized that many of our users' experiments did not require any single fixed fidelity, but rather required different degrees of fidelity in different parts of the experimental scenario. We recognized a class of "multiresolution" experiments [21] in which:
• Some parts of an apparatus require high-resolution nodes with high fidelity; • Some other parts require a lower degree of resolution and can represent real computing at a larger scale; • There is a "scale of scaling" with points that range from high fidelity and linear scaling, to low fidelity and high scalability; • Different points on the scale will be enabled by different mechanisms for emulation and simulation. As a result of this observation, we began to explore methods to incorporate into a single experimental scenario multiple representation methods that together provide a full spectrum of scalefidelity tradeoffs for experimental system components. The following is a partial list of examples:
• A single hardware node running a single experiment node, either natively, or via a conventional Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) supporting a single guest OS; • A single hardware node running several virtualized experiment nodes, each a full-blown conventional Virtual Machine (VM) on a conventional VMM; • A single node running a large number of lightweight VMs on a VMM designed for scaling the number of experimentnodes with limited functionality; • Representation of individual experiment nodes as threads of execution in a large-scale thread management environment;
• Large-scale software-based network simulation [22] . Further, we recognized that these methods would be more useful to experimenters if all methods were part of a single unified framework for the construction of composable experiment scenarios. Essentially, such a framework would allow the computational and communication resources to be allocated in the most effective way to support the scale and accuracy required by a particular experiment, without the assumption of any predefined mapping between testbed resources and experiment scenarios.
Our approach to such a framework is to base on it on an abstract fundamental building block called a "container." A container represents experimental elements at the same level of abstraction, and is the basic unit of composition for constructing an experimental scenario. The container-based methodology is a key part of pursuing some important goals:
• Leverage DeterLab's physical resources more flexibly to create larger scale experiments; • Enable experimenters to model complex systems efficiently, with high resolution and fidelity for the things that matter most to the particular experiment and increased abstraction for the less important elements; • Reduce the experimenter's workload of experiment apparatus construction, enabling larger scale apparatus with lower levels of effort.
The Limits of Experiment Isolation
Initially, the intent of the DETER design was that experiments would proceed in complete isolation from each other and the external world. For example, the intended methodology for malware experimentation in DETER was to observe and capture malware in the wild, and then to run the captured malware in a simulated network in the testbed, fully isolated from the public network by a number of extremely rigid segregation measures [18] .
This approach quickly proved limiting. Much software (both desired and malware) has non-functional or non-deterministic behavior in this scenario: for a number of reasons the behavior of a copy in the testbed may have low fidelity to behavior in the wild. Another limitation is a timing issue: for emerging threats, the time required for accurate capture from the wild may introduce delays in the experimenter's ability to test.
As a result, we began to explore a methodology for "controlled Internet access" from DeterLab, in order to explicitly support and control valuable and effective, but also potentially risky, experiments -that is, experiments that pose a risk to the outside world, or are at risk from the outside, in addition to the inherent risk of using malware in a testbed or test lab. Some examples of experimentation to be enabled by risky experiment management:
• Place in DeterLab some targets for malware in the wild, and observe in a controlled environment the methods of attack; more expedient than trying to capture the malware and accurately replicate its execution in the test environment. Researchers at CMU and UC Berkeley were some of the first to use the new controlled internet access in order to attract drive-by downloads. The scenario was: a node in DETER visits some Web page, gets infected by malware and that malware instructs it to go visit other Web pages in unpredictable manner. Then they were able to use the infected nodes and behavior to analyze the malware [19] . • Place in DeterLab some peer computing elements to join in collaborative computing in the wild, for example real anonymity services and infrastructure, the operation of which is dependent on small-time changes in behavior that are non-deterministic; more expedient than replicating a privacy network at scale in a lab, and have the simulated behavior have high fidelity to real-world behavior. • Place in DeterLab some nodes to serve as bots in botnets, to observe bot/botmaster behavior; more expedient than trying to replicate botmaster behavior with the same software and the same human operator behavior as real botmasters. The common theme -whether or not malware is used in De-terLab -is that many experiments of interest depend on some level of interaction with the external world. Partly in response to experimenter requests, and partly from our desire to expand DeterLab's capabilities to accommodate this common theme, we began work on a structured approach to flexibly manage this sort of interactions.
Our work builds on a single, simple fundamental observation:
• If the behavior of an experiment is completely unconstrained, the behavior of the host testbed must be completely constraining, because it can assume nothing about the experiment. • However, if the behavior of the experiment is constrained in some known and well-chosen way or ways, the behavior of the testbed can be less constraining, because the combination of experiment and testbed constraints together can provide the required overall assurance of good behavior. We refer to this approach as Risky Experiment Management (REM) T1-T2 because it combines two sets of constraints, derived from the above observation, to limit the overall risk of the experiment. We call the first sort of constraints "experiment constraints" or "T1 constraints"; these are constraints naturally exhibited or explicitly imposed on the experiment. We call the second class of constraints "testbed constraints" or "T2 constraints"; these are constraints imposed by the testbed itself. We often refer to overall concept as the "T1/T2 model."
Implementation of the REM-T1/T2 approach [20] will require tools for formal definition of the experimenter's requirementsdefining the T1 transformation -and methods and automation for defining the additional constraints that define the T2 transformation. These advances will be required for risky experiments to be defined, controlled, and permitted with more assurance than experiment-specific tunnel nodes. Section 4.4 provides further information on future efforts on REM-T1-T2.
Advancing Experiment Construction
DETER's initial tools for construction of experimental apparatus were inherited from Emula [11] , the base technology of the original DETER testbed. These tools provided sophisticated but low-level capabilities for managing the physical computing and network resources of the testbed, to create emulated networks within which an experimenter's activity took place.
For highly skilled researchers, this toolset was useful, because it provided a mode of operation in which every detail of a test network could be specified. However, we quickly confirmed that the "expert mode only" approach was limiting for many of our researchers, some of whom were less concerned with networkcentric security research, and more oriented toward security research that did not depend critically on an exactly specified network environment.
• Novice DeterLab experimenters with modest research experience faced a steep curve to learn how to create an emulated network of low complexity, but useful for testing. • For very experienced cybersecurity researchers starting work in DeterLab, there was also a steep curve to learn how to create an emulated network of moderate complexity and realism sufficient for their work. • Even researchers entirely capable of using the expert-mode tools could gain increased efficiency from other, higher level approaches. The root limitation of this toolset derived from two separate properties. First, the only vehicle available to define experiments required writing a detailed description file for the desired experiment scenario. Second, description of a new experiment required starting from scratch.
In other words, the experiment definition methodology lacked abstraction and re-use. Acceleration of the pace of cyber-security research was blocked by the necessity of each experimenter needing to specify a great deal of structure, much of which was not critical to their needs, and without recourse to others' work.
Our lesson was that the construction part of the experiment lifecycle needed considerable additional automation, new methodology, and supporting features for abstraction, data hiding, and reuse. As our research on higher-level experimental infrastructure support turned to Experiment Lifecycle Management (ELM) -a concern for tools and methodologies that would assist in the full lifecycle of an experiment, from initial conception through design, execution, analysis, data collection and eventual archiving. We further incorporated a focus on sharing between researchers at each of these stages, adding the objective that a new experiment should be able to "stand on the shoulders of previous experiments, rather than standing on their feet."
From Data to Knowledge
An inevitable result of deploying improved experiment construction and execution technologies to DETER users was that DETER experiments quickly became more realistic, more dataintensive, and dramatically larger in scale.
This success quickly brought into focus a growing need for De-terLab experimenters: sophisticated tools to analyze, understand, and learn from experimental results. As DeterLab facilities have matured with scale and power and data capture capability, and as observation of the behavior of a running experiment drove improvements in data collection, the result was, for many experiments, orders of magnitude more output data to be analyzed from each experiment run.
Further, not only the size, but also the structure and complexity, of the datasets increased. In addition to log analysis tools to help deal with raw data size, there was a need for other methodsand automated support for them -to analyze data in at high level, in terms of the intended semantics of the experiment run, and ultimately to proceed from data analysis to actual experimental science: proving or disproving a hypothesis, or stating knowledge of malware behavior, or use of metrics for effectiveness of countermeasures.
In other words, experimenters need both tools and methodologies for transforming experimental data into results and knowledge. This lesson learned served to underscore the importance of our research work on narrowing this large "semantic gap" as part of our research efforts on Experiment Lifecycle Management.
Current DETER Research: a Snapshot
Our current research program includes, but is not limited to, activities related to the observations and conclusions described above. In this section, we outline one portion of the program, focusing on the ability to create experiments using high level design tools and models and then to implement and execute in DETER experimental scenarios with hundreds of thousands of elements and necessary realism and fidelity. Together these capabilities give the experimental cybersecurity researcher dramatically increased capabilities over today's norm.
Experiment Lifecycle Management and Montage
Experiment Lifecycle Management (ELM) is our name for the set of tools and processes that help the researcher to manage experiments through a full scientific lifecycle from conception to final archiving. As they develop, the ELM tools will become the primary interface between DeterLab and its users. As such, our focus is on both technical capabilities and strong user interface and human factors design.
ELM is an outgrowth of work on our first generation GUI experiment support workbench, SEER [10] . Indeed, many of SEER's capabilities, including experiment monitoring and visualization, are carried over into the next generation workbench, the Montage Workbench. However, the Montage workbench goes well beyond SEER in its capabilities and concepts.
One critical aspect of Montage focuses on the general concept of understanding the full range of objects that an experimenter uses. DeterLab has grown to include a large number and variety of objects available to experiments. With that growth has come the challenges of giving experimenters the tools need to effectively manage their working set, and (critically) to effectively share with other experimenters.
The objects used by an experimenter include scientific, physical, communication, and computational resources used in an experiment. Also included are models, designs, procedures, programs, and data. Storage, presentation, archiving, browsing, and searching are basic Montage functions applicable to most object types. Design analysis and module abstraction and description are conceptually higher-level functions also supported by Montage.
Montage design paradigms draw heavily from the field of Software Engineering, which faces very similar challenges. We are building the basic Montage framework on the Eclipse [23] plat-form, in order to leverage and build upon the many integrated development environment (IDE), resource sharing, and system design capabilities of Eclipse.
New levels of abstraction in experiment definition are a key component of Montage. In the original DETER testbed, experimenters had to specify a number of different types of resources in great detail. These included
• Computational elements such as physical or virtual hosts, and the complete "network plumbing" configuration of each. • Elements of a network environment, including network topology, router and switch nodes and their configurations. • Hidden facility nodes that perform traffic shaping to simulate real world network conditions, delays, throughput limits, etc. In addition, experimenters had to specify in detail the experiment elements running within the network, and, for each element, information such as host operating systems, guest operating systems for VMs, application software, and logging and other infrastructure software typical of real systems.
After completing this specification, experimenters had to deploy on their designed experiment a number of fixtures such as traffic generators, tools for running experimental procedures and collecting result data, and experimental configuration such as malware to be observed and cyber-defenses to be tested.
Further, each experimenter tended to do their own scenario construction largely from the ground up, with limited leverage of others' work in defining experimental apparatus. In contrast, Montage includes an extensive library function, capable of storing and cataloging both basic building blocks and composed structures contributed by prior experimenters. With Montage, experiments can be highly modular and explicitly structured for reuse as shown in Fig. 1 .
Although the detail-oriented "expert mode" is still available, we expect most researchers to use Montage's facilities for defining an experiment more abstractly and at higher level. For example, an earlier experiment may already have defined an apparatus that simulates a handful of large enterprise networks connected over the public network, a number of ISP networks, and home computers.
Thus far, the description of Montage is analogous to an IDE with source code repositories, modules, libraries, facilities for combining them, with shared storage, versioning, and change control. Montage also provides further critical facilities analo- gous to an IDE:
• Tools for interpreting experimental data to yield information that expresses experimental results in terms of the experiment's model and the abstractions that helped define the apparatus. • Mechanisms for "realizing" an abstract, modular experiment definition by allocating and configuring real network and computing elements. The next sections describe our work on model-based experimentation, and on advances in realizing and running experiments at scale. That work is directly reflected into the Montage methodologies and tools mentioned above.
Model Based Experimentation
As DeterLab magnifies the scale and realism of scenarios available to experimenters, the challenges of defining appropriate experiments and learning from their execution dramatically increases. One long-term approach to this problem is to re-conceive the methodology of how cyber-security experiments are defined.
The basis for this approach lies in adopting basic ideas from other experimental sciences that are more mature than experimental cyber-security is at present. The conceptual starting point of an experiment is a real-world situation that displays an interesting problem that is inconvenient to investigate in situ. Instead, we define a conceptual model of the situation, and begin to define laboratory activity that allows us to construct in the lab a physical (or chemical, or biological, or informatic) model of the real-world situation. The model, in turn, serves as a specification for an experimental scenario that the experimenter will observe or interact with. As observations and interactions proceed, inferences from lab observations to the real world suggest where analogous modifications may create analogous results.
It is crucial to understand that this methodology is effective for some, but not all, experimental purposes. The methodology is appropriate only when it is possible to construct a model that is accurate in the necessary ways. If the experimenter lacks sufficient knowledge about the actual scenario to model it accurately, the methodology will generally lead to incorrect or misleading results. Consequently, a key question is whether the problem being studied is well enough understood that an accurate model exists or can be constructed. If this is not true, then the researcher must take a different approach * 1 .
This model-based approach requires new cyber-security methodology and new experiment support tools. These tools are integrated into the already-described experiment lifecycle facilities, but are very different in nature from those previously described.
Rather than being focused on low-level experiment definition, these modeling tools are oriented to defining semantics for an experiment and its results, validating an experimental apparatus, and extracting understanding from results. Such tools might include:
• Semantic mechanisms to capture the intent of the experi-* 1
Although an aspect of our research is concerned with determining when this methodology is and is not appropriate, we do not discuss this here due to space limitations. c 2012 Information Processing Society of Japan menter; • Support for monitoring this the semantic correctness of an experiment as it executes; • Abstraction and modeling techniques for experiment design, realization, visualization, and analysis. As in any scientific or engineering discipline, the greatest challenge often lies in a) creating an appropriate representation of the object for study, representative across the measurement dimensions that matter, and b) knowing whether or not you have succeeded in doing so.
While the most general case of this problem is very hard, we are working within DETER to develop restricted, purposespecific methodologies targeting specific classes of cybersecurity experiment. We approach this through a set of Model Based Scenario development techniques, in which existing prototype models are tuned and specialized capture the behavior of different dimensions of cyber security experiments.
Using the workbench and tools that we are investigating, an experimenter is able to refine these existing, customizable, models into more concrete templates or recipes, which can be used to guide experiment scenario definition and data analysis. The specialization is base on a knowledge discovery procedure (shown in the middle of Fig. 2 ) that is derived from the model and its various components, together with formalized assumptions such as behavioral invariants or functional constraints. In other words, we are working towards a shift in methodology where new tools assist experimenters in rigorous construction, execution, and interpretation of semantically validated experiment design and execution.
A simple example is the development of a model state space for execution of (and potential attack on) a communication protocol. A variety of data (packet dumps, web server logs, auth logs) can be normalized for input into analysis and visualization tools that assist the experimenter in mapping from actual events to expected behaviors. Figure 3 shows a conceptual view of the model state space, with various possible paths through it; a path to the "success" node would be expected results of experiment execution (visible in detail in event logs), while other paths indicate a violation of an assumption about correct behavior, which may be detectable sign of an attack or malfunction (accompanied by a particular reason for the violation, attributable to event logs).
Model based experimentation takes on an increasing importance when designing experiments that span both cyber and physical elements. The physical components are likely based in some set of models (real world, empirical, or theoretical). In order to capture the interactions and relations between the cyber and physical, it will be necessary to compose models. Recent work in Secure Smart Grid Architectures [24] argues that:
"An analysis of the cyber-physical security of a smart grid architecture must focus on the impact of faults and interactions that cross domains rather than the localized response that might be seen in traditional penetration testing. This requires a capability to model large scale response to cyber-attack, as well as to perform modeling or simulation of the physical components of a system." We view current research efforts such as the Smart Grid and other 
Containers: Scale-up and Flexible Fidelity
Our continuing work on scalability is based on the observations (summarized in Section 3.4) about trade-offs between the fidelity or realism of a computational element in DeterLab, and the scale of network and computing resources required to realize a computational element. However, re-usability is also an important goal for the ease of use of DeterLab tools for constructing an experimental apparatus. By adding new types of computational element (conventional VMs, QEMU lightweight VMs, processes on conventional OSs, QEMU processes, individual threads of execution), each of which can be used to model a node in a simulated network, we added both flexibility and complexity to the methods of constructing an apparatus.
To manage complexity and increase ease of construction, we are developing an apparatus framework centered on an abstraction that we call a "container" [21] . In this, a container is the fundamental building block for realizing elements within an experiment scenario. Containers are recursive. A single container may support one or multiple components (elements) within a scenario, and implements an abstraction layer that hides the details of the inner components when that container is itself placed inside another container. Figure 4 shows a simple container that contains 2 concrete computing elements, such as a VM or thread, and no other containers. Abstraction is provided by the container's communication mechanism, which both connects the contained elements with one another, and also presents an entry/exit point for communication into the container; the communication mechanism advertises to other containers the properties of its container.
Containers are an implemented capability within the DETER facility today. The container system has been used successfully to support large multi-resolution experiments. One example modeled a worm/botnet/DDOS scenario of over 50,000 nodes. In the scenario, some nodes (attacked servers, DDOS defense mechanisms) were modeled with extremely high fidelity, while others (compromised end-node hosts) were modeled with only the necessary fidelity to implement the bot-driven DDOS attack. This demonstrates the value of the scalable multi-resolution approach to experiment construction enabled by containers.
Although the basic containers system is deployed, further work remains. As one example, creation of the above scenario involved manually matching each element in the desired network topology with a specific container. We are working to automate this process by developing container selection and specification algorithms driven directly by behavioral models of experiment elements, so that appropriate element fidelity, and thus appropriate container choices, can be determined automatically.
Additional Directions
The three previous sections have outlined some key areas of our current research work. Our research program includes additional active topics as well as planned future work.
Risky experiment management is one area of prior work that also occupies a place in the roadmap. To put into practice the management approach described in Section 3.2, we will need to (a) develop DeterLab facilities for an experimenter to develop and refine specifications of their experiment's requirements for Controlled Internet Access, and (b) develop automation tools to create an experiment-specific gateway node. The automation tools will need to both implement the experimenter's requirements, and also implement DeterLab's constraints defined in the T1/T2 approached described in Section 3.2.
This future elaboration of risky experiment management depends in part on the results of two areas of current research activity. Our modeling and specification work (described in Section 4.2) will provide key elements of the experimenter facility to define constraints and invariants on the experiment's communication via controlled internet access. Containers (described in Section 4.3) will enable DETER project research staff to create reusable building blocks for gateway implementation, each with advertisements that will assist the automation tools in constructing a container to serve as a gateway node that implements the required controls for controlled internet access as needed by the particular experiment.
A second part of the research roadmap is the support of multiparty experiments, a new form of DeterLab experimentation. A multi-party experiment is one in which the experimental apparatus is built from sub-components that are logically isolated, yet interconnected to create the whole, as is the real Internet. In a multi-party experiment each participant has complete information only about their own portion of the system, with only partial information about other sub-components. This form of experiment can be used to model several different kinds of cyber-defense situations: adversarial situations (e.g., red-team/blue-team exercises); realistic forensic or defense scenarios (e.g., attack target with limited information about attacker); or partial collaboration situations in which separate organizations collaborate on defense without granting full visibility to collaborators.
DETER's current implementation of multi-party experiments is based on DETER federation [9] . Support for multi-party experimentation will depend on the current full-production federation capability in DeterLab, and the results of several areas of current DETER research: modeling and specification work (described in Section 4.2) to state constraints and invariants on activities of each party; and containers (described in Section 4.3), which are essential to scale out each party's sub-apparatus to realistic proportions needed for the types of multi-party experiments currently envisioned.
Integrating the Pieces: Towards a New Experimental
Cybersecurity Research Paradigm The above current and future research roadmap provides the foundation for our program goal of new science based experimental cybersecurity. Our focus is extending DeterLab with new capabilities resulting from work in these areas, as well as integrating the new and existing capabilities. The integration is critical, including functional integration with the new Montage workbench; but more important is integration into a new methodology for the experiment lifecycle. Five of several possible lifecycle phases are illustrated in Fig. 5 :
These are • A new methodology for specifying experiments, including model-based specification, and elements of previous experiment descriptions; • New tools to completely flesh out the structure of an experiment, with only the essential elements and abstractions; • New technology for realizing the conceptual structure of an experiment, by embedding it in a subset of DeterLab's real and virtual resources for computation and networking; • New facilities and new controls that enable larger scale and more flexible use of federated systems and domain-specific resources -especially domain-specific resources that are available via federation; and • Across all of these areas, new mechanisms and facilities to share experiment building blocks among experimenters, who can accelerate their experiment-creation work using the results and knowledge gained by previous work in DeterLab. As we gain experience with this integration, we expect that both the DETER research team and the larger community of De-terLab experimenters will develop new experimental methodologies that can help to accelerate the pace of cyber-security innovation, and also dramatically improve the scientifically demonstrated effectiveness of innovations as they move from the lab into practical use. been extended to include low-level capabilities essential to security experimentation, together with the addition of the many methodological frameworks and tools described here. The facility is both time-shared and space-shared, and is capable of supporting multiple simultaneous experiments at any given time. DeterLab offers a number of specialized environments for control, analysis, and visualization of the experimental process as well as a number of specific interfaces and tools, including GUIs, traffic generators, simulators, and traffic analyzers. A few of these environments and their interfaces are shown in Fig. A·1 . Access to the DeterLab facility is open to academic, industrial, and government researchers worldwide and is granted through a lightweight approval process. Approved users are able to access the facility through a web interface.
A.2 The LACE Project
The DETER Project is engaged in a multi-site collaborative effort in networking and cyber security research and infrastructure with several Japanese institutions. Initial collaborators included the University of Southern California Information Sciences Institute in the United States and JAIST (Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology), NAIST (Nara Institute of Science and Technology), and the University of Tokyo in Japan, with sponsorship from the US National Science Foundation and Japan's NICT. As the project has developed, a more direct link to NICT has developed as well.
The collaboration spans three elements, each intended to include contributions from both the US and Japan. These are:
• Design and implementation of a federated system of ISI's DETER and JAIST's StarBED networking and cybersecurity testbeds. Building on shared interests in heterogeneity, federation, experimental science, and advanced research methodologies, the federation aims to provide a worldclass facility that brings leading-edge tools and experimental methodologies to researchers in both countries. • As drivers for the federation, two catalyst research projects as the first two concrete applications of the federated facilities.
• Exchanges and interactions to identify and support more extensive collaborations that leverage the shared infrastructure, our existing relationships, and complementary research interests. To date activities are primarily in the area of the first element: creation of an integrated, federated research infrastructure spanning the two facilities. Terry Benzel is Deputy Director for the Computer Networks Division at the Information Sciences Institute (ISI) of the University of Southern California (USC). She participates in business development, technology transfer and special projects with industrial and academic partners. She is the technical project lead for the Cyber Defense Technology Experimental Research (DETER) testbed projects funded by DHS, NSF and DARPA. The projects are developing an experimental infrastructure network and scientifically rigorous testing frameworks and methodologies to support the development and demonstration of next-generation information security technologies for cyber defense. Ms. Benzel has a joint appointment at the Marshall School of Business where she is a researcher at the Institute for Critical Information Infrastructure Protection. She is responsible for helping to develop Systemic Security Management as an open source body of work and developing public/private partnerships in information security research.
John Wroclawski is Director of the Computer Networks division at the University of Southern California's Information Sciences Institute, with responsibility for the strategic direction of this 40-member research organization. ISI's Computer Networks Division maintains active programs of research in areas such as Internet protocols and architecture, sensing and sensor nets, network and distributed system security, cyberphysical systems and the Smart Grid, and space systems networking. Wroclawski's personal research interests include the architecture, technology and protocols of large, decentralized communication systems such as the Internet, architectural aspects of cyberphysical systems, and the core principles of self-organizing and selfstructuring architectures. At USC/ISI, Wroclawski also serves as chief scientist of the DETER Cybersecurity testbed, a major US DHS and NSF funded project aimed at transforming the effectiveness, rigor and scientific merit of experimental cybersecurity study through research into new methodologies for the field, together with deployment of the developed methodologies within a publically available advanced experimental infrastructure. In the broader community, he served from its inception on the planning group for US National Science Foundation's GENI project, cochaired from 2006-2008 the working group charged with overall technical architecture of the proposed GENI facility, and continues as an active participant in the program.
